
     

PRESS RELEASE 

 

 

Plustek Elevates Leadership in Identity Solutions at Identity Week Europe 2023 
Showcasing Cutting-Edge Innovations for Secure Identity Management 

 

TAIPEI, Taiwan, June 2, 2023 – Plustek Inc. (www.plustek.com), a renowned provider of imaging 

solutions, strengthens its leadership in identity solutions by participating in Identity Week Europe 

2023 [Booth #460, RAI Exhibition Centre, Amsterdam]. With a strong emphasis on identity 

management and a commitment to innovation, Plustek showcases its cutting-edge offerings at the 

premier global identity event. This presence reaffirms its dedication to empowering governments 

and commercial organizations with trusted identity solutions, enhancing transactions for citizens, 

employees, and customers. Through strategic collaborations and active engagement in industry 

discussions, Plustek addresses authentication and identification challenges across diverse markets. 

 

Highlights: 

 

• SecureScan X Series: The revolutionary secure identification and passport reader that 

employes visible/IR/UV light sources and RFID technology for fast data reading, 

recognition, and extraction. Adheres to ICAO standards, guarantee accurate parsing of 

data in the machine-readable zone (MRZ) through comprehensive authentication 

measures such as checksum verification, expiration data check, and other assorted 

validations. Additionally, it offers the capability to read visual inspection zone (VIZ), 

providing reliable data for various document types and enabling seamless data 

integration with access security for optimal operational efficiency. 

 

• MobileOffice Series: Simplifies visitor registration processes and boosts efficiency in 

front office environments through its flexible handling of assorted documents. These 

robust identification readers enable easy card scanning, securely capturing important 

customer information. The sleek and slim design optimizes space utilization at the front 

desk, while the OCR technology and advanced image processing, supporting TWAIN and 

Citrix compatibility, accurately extract data from the identifications.  

 

• Plustek offers intelligent automation solutions that seamlessly complement the 

capabilities of its readers. The SDK equips developers and system integrators with the 

necessary tools to build customized applications, leveraging Plustek’s recognition with 

MRZ and pre-trained VIZ reading OCR for efficient data extraction from identity 

documents. Bot application, with AI-powered RPA are available without integration, 



     

easing data exchange across platforms.  

 

“We are excited to showcase our latest identity solutions at Identity Week Europe 2023," said Karen 

Ku, Plustek's VP of Sales. “Our participation demonstrates our commitment to delivering superior 

imaging solutions to read and record assorted identifications, reinforcing our leadership position, 

and driving innovation in secure transactions. We eagerly anticipate engaging with industry 

professionals and forging strategic partnerships that contribute to the advancement of the digital 

identity ecosystem.” 

 

Plustek invites everyone to visit its booth at Booth #460, RAI Exhibition Centre, Amsterdam, from 

June 13 to June 14. Attendees will have the opportunity to witness Plustek's state-of-the-art identity 

solutions and experience firsthand how these technologies enhance security, streamline operations, 

and provide seamless identification in trusted digital transactions. 
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ABOUT PLUSTEK 

 

Plustek Inc., founded in 1986, has become the global imaging solution provider that designs, 

manufactures, and markets a comprehensive range of imaging devices for consumers and 

prosumers. Our intelligent process automation technologies innovations help shape organizations to 

grow their businesses. We make sure we stay ahead and continue to innovate and deliver 

technologies that are both reliable and powerful to meet our customers’ needs and expectations. 

By redefining user experience with data extraction technologies allowing us maximized businesses’ 

performance to fuel digital transformation, unleashing the data insights for people wherever they 

might be, established dedicated points of contact and tight-knit global sales, marketing, support 

teams for our intermediary and end clients to furnish the most efficient services around the world 

in global scope yet with a local touch. For more information, visit www.plustek.com 


